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We have examined each group of annual

Nobel Prize winners since 1979. Beginning
with the 1982 awards, I we included data from

the research fronts we identify each year for
Science Citation Index” (SCP’ ). Briefly, a
research front is a group of current papers
that cite a cluster of “core” papers identified
by co-citation clustering. These procedures
have been described previously.2

By systematically reviewing our research

front data from year to year, one maybe able
to forecast fields that may eventually be
acknowledged with a Nobel Prize. However,
it is careless and fallacious to claim that cita-
tion analysis or any other method can predict
the choice of the prize-awarding committees.
Citation anaIysis, however, wi// identify in-
dividuals who are of Nobe[ c/ass.J From these
groups, one might forecast winners for their

fields once the prize-awarding committees

choose to recognize those areas.
This part of the essay will discuss the 1983

Nobel Prize in physics—awarded to Subrah-
manyan Chandrasekhar, [University of

Chicago, Illinois, and William A. Fowler,
California Institute of Technology (CalTech),
Pasadena—and the chemistry prize, awarded
to Henry Taube, Stanford University, Cali-
fornia. Part two will discuss the prizes in
physiology or medicine, economics, and
literature.

Since we began work on this essay, the
1984 Nobel Prizes have been announced.
Carlo Rubbia, Harvard University, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, and the Center for
European Nuclear Research (CERN), Gene-
va, and Simon van der Meer, also of CERN,

won the physics prize, Their work led to the
discovery of the W and Z particles, the com-
municators of weak nuclear interactions. ~
The 1984 prize in chemistry went to R. Bruce
Merrifield, Rockefeller University, New

York, for his revolutionary method of protein
synthesis. It created completely new possibil-
ities in the fields of peptide and protein chem-
istry.~ A future essay will discuss the work of
each of these scholars.

Physics

The 1983 Nobel Prize in physics was shared
by Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar and Wil-
liam A, Fowler for their work on the evolu-

tion of stars.b Fowler’s work demonstrated
the process by which reactions in the nuclei
of stars form sequentially heavier elements.
Chandrasekhar’s theoretical work deals with
a large number of features in stellar evolution
relating to equilibrium and stability criteria of
stellar configurations. Both astrophysicists
are so well known in their field that it comes
as no surprise that their works repeatedly ap-

pear on our lists of highly cited publications,

Fowler’s work cm nucleosynthesis—the
formation of sequentially heavier elements in
the heart of a star—began in 1954 during a
Fulbright professorship at Cambridge
Uni\ ersit y, England, where he formed a col-
laboration with Sir Fred Hoyle. Astrophysi-
cists Geoffrey R. and E. Margaret Burbidge
also worked with Fowler and Hoyle at Cam-
bridge, and later at CalTech. Together, the
four produced a comprehensive theory of the

nucleosynthesis of all the elements and their
isotopes. An isotope of an element has the
same atomic number and number of protons,

as well as similar chemical properties, but a
different atomic weight because it contains a
larger number of neutrons.

1ss 1956, the group, then working in
Fowler’s lab at CalTech, wrote a preliminary
paper for Science that briefly described the
mechanisms of nucleosynthesis in stars, ” This
brief article was published mainly to establish
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the priority of their work.8 It was followed in
1957 by a more detailed description in Re-
vie ws of Modern Physics.9 This paper is com-
monly referred to as B2FH—taken from the
initials of the four investigators. It describes
in detail the stellar synthesis of all naturally
occurring chemical elements. These ele-
ments are formed by a series of processes that
occur in successive generations of stars.
Since there is little mixing of material inside
most stars, the hot core quickly consumes its
hydrogen supply. When this happens, the star
becomes a red giant—a bloated, cool star of
high luminosity. At the red giant stage, new
nuclear reactions occur. As a result, new and
heavier elements are made. The most impor-
tant is the formation of carbon from three he-
lium nuclei. Successive bombardment of car-
bon nuclei by helium creates other heavier
elements, such as iron. The iron group nuclei
are then seeds for further synthesis. As stars
evolve, some of the matter is returned to in-
terstellar space, either gradually or by super-
nova. A supernova is a stellar explosion dur-

ing which a star greatly increases in luminos-
ity while vast quantities of star matter are ex-
pelled into space.

According to John Maddox, editor of Na-
fure, BZFH is a milestone publication for
several reasons.lo First, it provided a coher-

ent explanation of nucleosynthesis. Second,
it settled the dispute about the direction of
stellar evolution along the Hertzsprung-Rus-
sel diagram, which characterizes stars ac-
cording to brightness and surface tempera-
ture. Finally, BZFH provided the basis for cal-
culating the internal constitutions of stars, as
well as for understanding the fate of massive
stars in a supernova explosion. In fact, al-
though B2FH was published in 1957, accord-
ing to the Swedish Academy of Sciences, the
work it represents “is still the basis of our

knowledge in this field, and the most recent
progress in nuclear physics and space re-
search further confirms its correctness. ” [ I

After publication of B2FH, Fowler contin-
ued to work out details of stellar nucleosyn-
thesis, Much of Fowler’s theoretical work
was done in collaboration with Hoyle. More
than 25 of Fowler’s 200 papers were coau-
thored by Hoyle. In 1963, Fowler and Hoyle
pubIished a theory suggesting that strong
radio waves from certain galaxies resulted
from cataclysmic events near the centers of
those galaxies.lz Fowler and Hoyle noted that

these radio waves could not be the result of
the energy of nuclear fusion. They suggested
that they were propagated by the energy
released in a supernova, as the gravitational
collapse of the star’s interior blows off the
outer shell of stellar material. This work,12
published in Nature, has been cited in over
100 subsequent publications.

With Hoyle back in Cambridge in 1963-
1964, Fowler derived the equations for the
binding energy of a super-massive star and
published them in 1964 in another article in
Reviews of Modern Physics. This paper has
also been explicitly cited about 1CM3times.13

In 1967, in a letter to the editor of Nature,

Fowler and Hoyle suggested that the indica-
tions that quasars are so distant may be mis-
leading.1~ The objects may in fact be much
closer to the Earth than formerly thought,
However, this idea is not widely accepted
throughout the scientific community.
- In another 1967 paper coauthored with

R .V. Wagoner, Hoyle and Fowler discuss the
synthesis of elements at very high tempera-
tures. Is This publication, cited more than 300
times, appears in our 1974 study of papers
from the Astrophysical Journal. 16 FowIer’s
1973 paper[~ on light elements appears in the
list of papers most cited in that year.la That
same work, done in collaboration with,
among others, French scientist J. Audouze,

appeared in our study of French scientists. 19
From 1955 through 1983, Fowler’s collec-

tive work has been cited approximately 5,900
times. Not surprisingly, B2FH is the most-
cited paper. From its publication in 1957 to
date, it has been cited in over 800 publica-
tions. In a 1974 interview with Charles
Weiner, Center for the History of Physics,
New York, directed by Spencer Weart,
American Institute of Physics, New York,
Fowler commented, “I anticipate that if I am

remembered in science it will be as the F in
B2FH,,,8

Some of the more recent SCI research
fronts in which articles by Fowler are core
documents appear in Table 1. In the 1981 re-
search front, “Grand unification theories,
proton decay, neutnno masses, flavor dy-
namics, and Higgs boson in the SO( 10)
model,” the 1967 paper by Wagoner, Fowler,

and Hoyle]s discussed above is one of 63 core
papers. Of the 682 citing documents in this
research front, alf were published in 1981.
This research front carried through to several
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Table I: SC~ research fronts in which articles by William A. Frrwler occur as core documents. A = number.
B= name. C=number of core papers. D= number of citing papers.

A B CD

81-0312 Grand unification theories, proton decay, neutrino masses, fla, or dynamics, and 63 682
Higgs boson in the SO(10) model

81-1062 Isotopic anomalies in meteorites in relation to solar system furmation 9 140
82-CX334 Primrrrdial nucleosynthesis and cosmology 5 68

82-1691 Stellar evolution 2 52
83-0768 Nucleosynthesis andelemental abundances instellar evolutic)n 10 133

research frontsin 1982. One, ‘(Weak neutral
bosons in gauge models and grand unified
theories,” has 10 core documents. Four of
these also are core to the 1981 research front.
Another, “Grand unified theories,” has six
core documents. Five of these also arein the
core of the 1981 research front. And’’Proton
decay” has six core documents, three of
which also are core to the 1981 research

front, The paper by Wagoner, Fowler, and
Hoyle is also among the five that form the

core of the 1982 research front, “Primordial
nucleosynthesis and cosmology. ” Figure 1
provides a multidimensional scaling map of
these papers. The lengths of the connecting
Iines are inversely proportional to the co-
gitation strength. z

BZFH is one of the Core documents in an.

other 1981 research front, “lsotopica noma-
lies inmeteorites inrelaticrn to solar system
formation. ” It isinteresting to note that this
front split into two research fronts in 1982.

Orte was entitled “Noble gases in meteorites,”
and the other was named’’Petrogenesis and
other aspects of inclusionsin meteorites and
chondrites.’’ B2FHisalso one of 10 cOre pa-

pers in the 1983 front, “Nucleosynthesis and
elemental abundances in stellar evohrtion. ”
Sois Fowler’s 1975 paper on thermonuclear
reaction rates.2(]

While Fowler’s work showed how stars

during their lifetimes and in their supernova
deaths produce all of the chemical elements
known today, theoretical physicist Chandra-

sekhar’s work showed that not all stars pass
through the white dwarf stage. White dwarfs
are very dense stars that have used up their
nuclear fuel. They were thought to be the
stable end points of stellar evolution for all
stars. But Chandrasekhar showed that this
was so only if their mass was less than a cer-
taincntical value. Thlsmaximum, about 1.4
times the mass of the sun, is now called

Chandrasekhar’s limit. Beyond this limit,
stars collapse under their own weight and be-
come black holes.

When Chandrasekhar, at age 24, presented
hls theory to the Royal Astronomical Society
of London in 1935, Sir Arthur Eddington, a
preeminent astronomer, denounced the en-
tire theory asabsurd,2] Although some astr&
physicists agreed with Chandrasekhar in
private, none publicly supported him. Ka-
meshwar C. Wali, Department of Physics,

Syracuse University, New York, wrote that
Chandrasekhar’s work demonstrate stheob-
stacles that affect the acceptance of new
scientific theories. zl Walinoted that contrary
to commonly held belief, the human factors
such as prestige, personal biases, and author-
ity play as important arolein science as they
doinart and literature. Itwasover21 years
before Chandrasekhar’s limit and his theory
of stellar evolution were accepted and incor-

porated into the body of astrophysical knowl-

edge. zl After publishing his views of stellar

evo]ution in 1939 inAn Introduction to the

Study of Stellar Structure,2? Chandrasekhar
decided that his future insolence depended
on his going into other areas of research.~~
The book has been cited more than 500 times
since 1955, andcontinues to be cited regular-
ly.

Chandrasekhar’s approach to research has
followed a distinctive pattern; his field of
research changes every5to 10 years. Irr each

field, he first publishes a series of papers,
When he hasaccumulated a sufficient body
of knowledge, hethen publishes it in the form
of a book, presenting a coherent self-con-

tained picture of the field. After publishing
his theory of stellar evolution, Chandrasek-
har began looking at stellar dynamics in terms
of the gravitational interactions between
stars in a star cluster. The study resulted in
another classic publication, Principles of
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Figure 1: Multidimensional scafing map showing c{>citatirm links between core papers for the 1982 SC~
research front, “Primordial nucleosynthesis and cosmology .“

KEY

OtJve K A, Schramm D N, Siefgman G, Turner M S & Yang J. Big-bang nuclemynthesis as a
probe uf cosmology and particle physics. A.r[rophys J 246:55%8, 1981.

Schramm D N & Wagoner R V. Element production in the early universe.
Annu Reb. Nut/ Sci 27:37-74. 197”.

Wagoner R V. Big-bang nucleosynlhesis re~isited. A.srroph.},r J l’?9:3Q~. 1973.
Wagoner R V. Fowler W’ A & Hoyle F. On the synthesis of elements at very high temperatures.

A.r/roph.vs J. 148:3-49, 1967.
Yang J, Schramm D N, Stefgman G & Rood R T. Constraints on cosmology and neutrino physics from

big-bang nucleosynf hesis. As[rophys. f. 227:697-7(14,1979,

Stellar Dynamics, in 1942,24 This book has
been cited over 400 times since 1955. Howev
er, until we have completed SC2 for the post-
war period, we won’t know how often the
book was cited in the years immediately after
publication. Indeed, it is well known that
publication and citation counts dip consider-
ably during the post-war period.

During World War II, Chandrasekhar fo-
cused on radiation transfer from a star’s hot
interior to its cooler exterior, and under-
standing the theory of Brownian movement
and its application to stellar encounters. The
resulting publication, and Chandrasekhar’s
second most-cited work, “Stochastic prob-
lems in physics and astronomy,” was pub-
lished in 1943 in Reviews of Modern P/ry$-

ic.y,25 This work has been cited over 2, 1~

times since 1955. It appeared in our 1977
study of h]ghly cited articles of the 1940s.26
Not surprisingly, this paper also turned up in
our recent study of superstar Citation
Classics ‘“.2’ Although published 40 years
ago, the article was cited explicitly 158 times
in 1983. The paper is also among the 100 arti-
cles most cited in the CompuMath Cita~ion
Index” (CMC~’ ) from 1976 through 1980.2s

Chandrasekhar’s further work in radiation
transfer resulted in another book, Rodia/ive

Transfer, which was published in 1960.29
During an interview with Weart, Chandra-

sekhar noted that he chose the field of radia-
tion transfer because it was “fresh ground”
and he could do something significant with
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it.1~ His impact is reflected in over 1,900’
citing publications since 1955. In 1957,
Chandrasekhar received the Rumford Medal
for this work ,3°

Chandrasekhar went on to study turbu-
lence and stability problems. His 1961 book,
and his most-cited work, Hydrodynamic and
Hycfromagnetic Stability ,31 sold more than
10,000 copies. It was cited over 2,100 times.
About 20 years ago, we included this work
among the 100 essential books needed by new
libraries and graduate schools.sz

Chandrasekhar’s next research endeavor
involved the stability of ellipsoidal figures.
Ellipsoids are imaginary, tangerine-shaped
geometric figures. Chandrasekhar systemati-
cally analyzed the forces acting on a rotating
ellipsoid and published .EUip.$oidai Figures of
Equilibrium in 1969.33 Scientists use the
theories in this book to understand what
holds the ellipsoid-shaped Milky Way Galaxy
together as it spins. This book has been cited
in “only” 262 publications as yet.

Ten years ago, Chandrasekhar started to
study black holes. Of particular interest to
him was the explanation of how a rotating
black hole reacts to external perturbations
such as gravitational and electromagnetic
waves. His most recent book is The Mathe-
matical Theory of Black Ho[es,34 published in
1983.

In addition to his intensive research ef-
forts, Chandrasekhar also served as the editor
of the Astrophysical Journal for 19 years—

from 1952 to 1971. During that time, he
helped put the journal on a sound financial
footing. Although Chandrasekhar believes a
journal is only as good as the papers it at-
tracts, his influence guided the Astrophysical
Journal through an exciting period of re-
search.

Chandrasekhar was one of the 50 most-
cited authors, 1961-1972.35 More than one-
fourth of those authors were Nobel laureates
when the list was compiled in 1973. Since

then, two more authors on that list have been
awarded the Nobel Prize: Chandrasekhar
himself, and H.C. Brown, Purdue IJniversity,
Lafayette, Indiana, who won the 1979 prize
for chemistry. If we could ever claim that
citation analysis has forecasting potential,
surely that simple experiment gave us good
reason to speculate along those lines. Chan-
drasekhar also appeared in the larger study of
the 250 most-cited primary authors from 1961

through 1975, ~ This list included 42 Nobel
laureates. Between 1961 and 1975, Chandra-
sekhar’s work received an average of 545 cita-
tions annually.

The research fronts in which articles by

Chandrasekhar are core documents appear in
Table 2.

His book Radiative Trans~e+ is one of
three core publications in the 1983 research
front, “Calculations and applications of
radiative transfer in a scattering atmo-
sphere. ” His 1933 article, “Equilibrium of
distorted polytropes,”3° in the Month/y
Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society,

aPpeared in the 1983 research front, “Models
and observations of periodic perturbations in
close binary stars.” His 1944 article on the
negative hydrogen ion, published in the As-
trophysical Journal,~8 is one of the four core
papers that identified the 1983 research front,
“Photoluminescence of bound excitons and
biexciton binding energies of direct gap semi-
conductors. ”

Chemistry

The 1983 Nobel Prize in chemistry was
awarded to Henry Taube for three decades of

work “in the mechanism of electron-transfer
reactions, especially in metal complexes. ”~q

Electron transfer is the process by which an
atom, during a chemical reaction, gains or

loses electrons. The number of electrons
transferred determines, to a certain extent,
the kind of chemical bond formed, Taube’s
work also was honored in August 1983 with
the Robert A. Welch award. which includes
an honorarium of $150,000. The award was
founded in 1954 as part of the estate of the
Houston, Texas multimillionaire,~~

Taube’s electron-transfer work—including
a 1970 monograph40 cited over 2(XI times

through 1983-provides the basis for under-
standing the dynamic behavior of inorganic

compounds. Indeed, his study of the basic
mechanisms of inorganic chemical reactions
forms not only the framework upon which
much of modern inorganic chemistry is built,
but also has led to deeper insights into the
chemical processes that maintain Iife. dt

The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences
described Taube as “one of the most creative
contemporary workers in inorganic chemis-
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Table 2: SC~ research fronts in which books or articles by Subrahmanyan Cbandrasekhar occur as core
documents. A =number. B=name. C=number of core papers. D=number of citing papers.

A B CD

83-2063 Models and observations of periodic perturbations in close bhary stars 4 37
83-3488 Photoluminescence of bound excitons and triexciton binding energies of direct gap 4 26

semiconductors
83-3524 Theory of dynamics, diffusion and rate processes 13 299
83-4213 Calculations and applications of radiative transfer in a scattering atmosphere 3 57

tV.”42 He was born in Neudorf, Saskatche-
wan, Canada, on November 30, 1915. He
earned a BS degree in 1935 and an MS degree
in 1937 from the University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon, and then after research with Wil-
liam C. Bray at the University of California,
Berkeley, received hia PhD there in 1940.
Taube’s first academic appointment was at
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, but it
wasn’t until he moved to the University of

Chicago in 1946 that he became interested in
pursuing a systematic approach to coordina-
tion chemistry. This started hlm down the
avenue of research that eventually ended
with the Nobel.

Taube’s work is broad and basic, yet so dlf-
fuse that itmaybe difficult to grasp. In fact,
when Taube was asked to write about his
work inlay man’s terms, hesaidhe found him-
self writing’’the lectures for the first year in
general chemistry.”41 Thus, to explain the
significance of Taube’s work, it is necessary
to start with some rather elementary defini-
tions.

Taube’s pioneering studies involved the re-
actions of transition metals, such as iron,
copper, cobalt, and molybdenum.dl Tran-
sition metals are well known for their pro-

pensity to form coordination complexes.
These complexes are compounds that are
composed of a metal ion, or electrically

charged atom, bonded toaligand, which isa
non-metallic ion or molecule.41 Ligands—ex-
amples of which include water, ammonia,

and chloride ions—can donate at least one
pair of electrons to a metal ion. The basic
theory of coordination compounds was de-
veloped at the turn of the century by Alfred
Werner, who won the 1913 Nobel Prize.

Taube’s great contribution was the careful

experimental work that showed how coordi-
nation compounds react with one another. In
hlsmost-cited paper, published in C/remicaf
Reviews in 1952,43 Taube described a sweep-

ing correlation between figand substitution
rates and electron configuration for coordi-
nation compounds of transition metals. This
paper wascited atleast 300 times from 1955
through 1983. In fact, this paper stifl
dominates research in the reaction chemistry
of coordination compounds.

As the Nobel citation indicates, Taube is
best known for his pioneering work on oxida-
tion-reduction reactions, known as redox
reactions—especially those involving transi-
tion metal ions. A 1959 paper in the first issue
of Advances in Inorganic Chemistry and Ra-
diochemi$try44 describes the mechanisms of
these reactions and has been cited about 200
times to date. Figure 2showsthe citation hk-
tory of this paper from its publication through
1984. The steeply rising curve from 1960
through 1964 illustrates the immedlac y of the
article’s impact, whlchis atypical of chemis-
try classics. Inanother paper,4t published in
1954 with H. Myers andcited over 175tintes,
Taube made use of his earlier correlation of
Iigand exchange rates to demonstrate the
principles of “outer sphere,” or electron-
transfer, and “inner sphere,” or atom-trans-
fer, complexes in redox reactions of transi-
tion elements.

Taube’s study of electron transfer also led
him, together with Carol Creutz, Stanford
University, to be the firxt to systematically

prepare and characterize a mixed-valence
molecule, now commonly known as the

Creutz-Taube ion.46-48 In mixed-valence
substances, two similar metals in dtiferent ox-
idation states are linked by a Iigand; electron
transfer between the two can occur at various
rates. Understanding the structural features
that control these rates has been an important
theme in Taube’s work, and has initiated a
large, rapidly growing field of chemistry.
Their earfiest paper in this area,4b published
in 1969, has been cited about 100 times
through 1983. And among the paperx to
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Figure 2: Chronological” dislrifruli(m of w(iclts c]!ing Henry Taabe’s lt)59 ,A, )LUII<WSit! I!l,,r,varu<(’hemi,r[r.v
am] R<),!i<,ch~,r~!I.s[r,vpaper.
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which this research led, the 1973 work on

complexes of ruthenium ammines has been

cited about 150 times in 1() years.~~
By measuring reaction rates and charting

the paths of electroas as rnolecutes break
apart and recombine. Taube has shown how
chemical reactions uccur. And although
most of his research has had little immediate
application, it laid the foundation for
understanding the chemical reactions that
produce the energy required by living organ-
isms, It also led to the development of pro-

cesses used in the manufacturing of chemi-
cals.”} Testifying to the extensive usefulness
of Taube’s research, his work has been cited
explicitly o~er 8,5(X) times since 1955. Not
surprisingly, Taube was among the 1,()()0
most-cited contemporary authors we iden-

tified several years ago. i’)
Table 3 lists the research frontsin which ar-

ticles by Taube, among others, are core doc-
uments. In the 19/!1 research front, “Electrmr
transfer in chemical and biological systems, ”

the Creutz-Taube ionq~ paper is one of three
core papers. Tbe other two are papers by

M. B. Robin, Bell Telephune Laboratories,
Murray Hill, New Jersey, in AJwrnce.s in IIz-
organic (“hem is[ry tznd R<[<ii<)<.hetni.~rry,’[)
and N.S. Hush, llniversity of Bristol, En-
gland, in Progre.ys in Inorganic Chemi.~try. ~l

The Creutz-Taube ion paper is also among
the 10 publications [hat later formed the core
of the 1983 front, “Electron transfer and
properties of mixed-valence iron, ruthenium,
and related binuclear transition metal ccrm-
plexes studied by Mossbauer and electro-

chemical methods. ”

In addition. the paper on ‘<Electron trans-
fer thr(mgh organic structural units. ”$~ coau-
thored in I%-f with Stanford colleague Edwin
S. Gould and cited about 175 times through
1983, is timong the three core papers of the
1983 research front. “Kinetics and mecha-
nism of electron transfer in hexaaquochromi-
um ( 111 ) and (~ther transition metal com-
plexes with carboxylate ligands. ” The other

—
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Table 3: SCf” research fronts in which articles by Henry Taube occur as core documents. A = number.
B= name. C= number of core papers. D= number of citing papers.

A B CD

81-1323 Electron transfer in chemical and biological systems 3 72
83-0499 Electron transfer and properties of mixed-valence iron, ruthenium, and rela!ed 10 110

binuclear transition metal complexes studied by Mossbauer and electrochemical
methods

83-6736 Kinetics and mechanism of electron transfer in hexaaquochromium ( I I 1) and other 3 20
transition metal complexes with carboxy[ate ligands

two papers are by R.E. Hamm,~3 University
of Utah, Salt Lake City, and M. Krumpolc, 5J
University of Illinois, Chicago, both in the
Journal of the American Chemical Society

(JACS). Both papers deal with chromium
chemistry.

Quite recently, lS1° has created a Chemis-

try Ci(ation Index (CCfl in conjunction with
Index Chemicus Online ‘“. We’ll have more
to report on this file shortly. Not surprisingly,
Taube’s papers help form the core of several
CCI research fronts. His 1973 paper~s is
among the six core papers of the 1981 re-
search front, “Synthesis, structure and mech-
anistic studies of ruthenium, nickel and relat-
ed transition metaI and mixed valence macro-

cyclic complexes.” Taube wrote three of the
papers among the 32 core documents for the
1983 research front, “Synthesis, characteriza-
tion and electron-transfer and other reac-
tions of mixed-valence binuclear complexes
containing ruthenium, iron, and other transi-
tion metals.” Two were coauthored with
Creutz.4h48 The other paper is on experimen-
tal approaches to electronic coupling in
metal-ion redox systems. sb The 1964 JACS

paper coauthored with Gould~z is also identi-
fied as a core paper in the CCI front, “Mecha-
nism of inner sphere electron transfer of

cobalt (11 1) complexes, ” along with Taube’s
1969 review paper on the mechanisms of oxi-
dation-reduction reactions.s~

According to an article in Science by
Taube’s colleagues Harry B. Gray, Division
of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Cal-
Tech, and James P. Collman, Stanford Uni-
versity, Taube is “a rare figure among inter-
nationally acclaimed scientists. He does little

or no horn-tooting. Instead, he spends a great
deal of time encouraging others, especially
young people, to pursue research.”sa Taube’s
support of students and rising young col-
leagues is fitting, however, since his ground-
breaking work was based on ideas he devel-
oped while preparing a series of lectures on
coordination chemistry at the University of
Chicago: “1 knew little about coordination
chemistry, and what I knew bored me silly,”
he said in an interview with C. Norman of Sci-
~nce.w ‘{I thought 1 should learn sornettthg

about it and in preparing my courxe, I
became interested..., My early work in
Chicago was really based on what I learned in
that course, ”

In reviewing the 1983 Nobel Prizes in phys-
ics and chemistry, we have emphasized not
only the pioneering significance of the scien-
tific work involved, but we have demonstrat-
ed the three well-established characteristics
of most Nobel class work: high productivity y,
high and long-lasting impact, and work that is
not only core to the research fronts that the
prize winners helped establish, but work that
has led to the proliferation of new and ex-
citing areas of knowledge. I hope readers will
understand my delight that all of the winners
have been writers of review articles of the
highest quality and thus prove once again that
the library, perzonal or otherwise, is the ex-
tension of one’s laboratory.

****.

My thanks to Stephen A. Bonaduce, Linda
LaRue, and Gillian Wilson for their help in
the preps m tion of this essay. c1984 IS I
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